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Art Direction, Branding, Digital
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Virgin Media TV
Player Branding
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I was tasked with revamping the brand appearance of
‘Player’. It was key to ensure the excitement, drama and
overall mood of each show was captured.
I decided to combine a ‘player loop’ logo with a single CutOut image of the show. This clean and crisp style is genre
neutral and unfussy, giving prominence to each individual
show but also subtly referencing the Player.

DESIGN THEORY
Colour & Gradient - The purple gradient pushes the eye
towards the key aspects of the design and lets the red
logo stand out. The gentle gradient also adds depth to the
design.
Inner Shadow of Player Loop - The inner shadow creates
depth and helps set the gradient and image apart from
each other.
Cut-out Image - This creates focus on the subject and
allows the overall emotion and distinctiveness of the
image - and therefore the show - to come through.
Using a cut-out style doesn’t confine the shows image to
any particular size or shape and gives a layered dimension
and energy.
Player Loop - The energetic, eye grabbing shape of
the player loop draws attention, while the shape subtly
reinforces the Player service.

See More Online
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OVERVIEW

Art Direction, Branding, Logo, Advertising, UI, UX, Print

The photography incorporates a strong green and ‘natural’
colour palette while avoiding solid PMS colours. This
compliments the new Brumby’s branding without clashing
with the old red and yellow branding that still existed in
some stores. The ingredients bring colour, a sense of
flavour and reiterate freshness. They cover the entire
product range and future proof the design by avoiding use
of a specific finished product.
The top down view mimics a table or preparation area
and allows for empty space and image consistency. An
unpolished black granite background creates a subtle and
dark texture, which stands out against general Brumby’s
branding and POS while enhancing the flour, dough and
vibrant green colours.

See More Online
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DESIGN THEORY
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The Brumby’s Bakery Digital Loyalty Program was a
flagship project for Retail Food Group (RFG) and paved the
way to digitise all of RFG’s collective franchise systems.
This project incorporated digital and print point of sale
materials, UI/UX for a responsive micro-site and a
mobile app for both Android and iOS. As well as EDM’s to
welcome customers to the program & promotional alerts.
After the project had launched, it was included in the main
Brumby’s style guide to ensure that the sub-branding was
kept separate from the main bakery brand identity.
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Brumby’s Bakery
Digital Loyalty Program
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HSBC - USA
Reputational Risk e-Learning
Layout, Illustration
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ILLUSTRATED LAYOUT AND CHARACTER DESIGN
FOR HSBC USA STAFF E-LEARNING
I was placed on this project from the start, thus was
able to develop the character style and overall look
form scratch with positive feedback.
The characters design needed to reflect the
US demographic within the HSBC offices, this
is inclusive of Asian, Native American, African,
Hispanic and Latino.
DESIGN THEORY
• Basing the colours on the HSBC Style guide colour
palette - red, black, grey and white.
• Using the red colour to give ascent the characters
without dominating the overall design and distract
user from information.
• Utilising the triangle element of the HSBC logo
in the navigation and layout to subtly incorporate
branding.
• Gradient lighting and shadow effect to give depth
to the 2D design.

This should
roughly
take 5min

Reputational Risk and
Customer Selection

Start
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BBC Working with Children
e-Learning User Interface
UI - e-Learning, Illustration, Animation
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The BBC Working With Children online course is
designed to help safeguard and protect any children
that come into contact with BBC staff, whether the
child is an audience member, guest or contributor.
The challenge was to approach a serious topic in a
light humoured, memorable way, that’s both immersive
and engaging. The goal is for BBC staff to easily recall
information from the course and then apply it their day
to day jobs.
DESIGN THEORY
• Using BBC channel colour palettes and branding to
illustrate related sections.
• Using isometric illustration for three-dimension on
flat surface.
• Paper texture for physical pamphlet feel and lets
click-able areas stand out against surroundings.
• Black stroke to give definition to lighter coloured
elements and give more of an inked-in feeling.
• Path winding throughout course guiding Learner in
what order to complete modules.
• ‘Completed’ modules buttons are animate, to create
a festival ‘buzz’ and feeling of success.

“Testers loved the interface
design, both visually and for its
sense of fun and adventure”

Reference article - https://bbc.in/2XZCyJi

See More Online

Catherine Chambers
Senior Editorial Producer - BBC Academy

Hover over me!
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Brumby’s Bakery
Celebrating 40 Years/Love Your Baker
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DESIGN TASKS
• Create and print 2.5 x 2.5 metres backdrop for live
action photo shoot; allowing bakers and flour to
stand-out, while not appearing too dark.
• Design POS advertising campaign and directing
customers to mircosite.
• Design multi-page UI using imagery from photo
shoot.
DESIGN THEORY
• Backdrop creation - Dark, neutral brick allowing
flour & bakers stands out.
• Photography - Beige, dark grey and white to give
a classic, celebrative feel while still keeping with
style guide.
• Simple sans serif font to emit friendly, high quality
and modern feeling.
• Flour and bakers to emphasis freshly made
products made in-store by qualified bakers.
• Green used throughout for balance.

See More Online
COLLATERAL

Print: A4, A3 & A2, A-Frame, Set Backdrop
Digital: Microsite UI, Facebook images & comp page

Advertising, Branding & Packaging

BRANDING
Using the 3 colours of the Michel’s branding but in
reverse with the dominate colouring being black to
enhance the rich, dark feeling of high end coffee.
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As part of the rebrand for Michel’s Patisserie, the
customer Espresso bags required updating along
with the in-store porcelain cups, sauces, takeaway
cups and point of sale.
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MICHEL’S ESPRESSO
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Michel’s Patisserie
Espresso Packaging & POS

Animation, Illustration

“Tandem are entering the wonderful world of
personal finance with a splash. So, find your flip
flops and search for your shades, because the Good
Bank are launching with cash-back travel credit
cards.”
HELPING YOU BREAK FREE FROM DEBT
Tandem is rethinking banking, starting with an app
that helps you manage your money and reduces
your bills by finding you better deals.
REACHING MILESTONES
Celebrating milestones and events throughout the
year, such as Pride, tax time, product launch and
reaching customer targets.

See Animation
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LAUNCH OF THE CASH-BACK TRAVEL CARD
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These illustrations I brainstormed, illustrated and
animated for monthly client brand promotion;
creating animated gifs to accompany press releases
that were distributed to the public and journalists to
help build Tandem’s media profile.
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Tandem Money
Animated Gif

Animation, Illustration

Plutus - taking their name from the Greek god of
wealth - are a crypto based fin-tech company.
I decided to play on the ‘Greek god theme’ and
include the Plutus logo within a smartphone being
struck by Zeus’s lightning bolts, a metaphor for
the participants testing the app’s security. The
animation is consistent with company branding
by using the stroked logo style, colour palette and
including the ‘Pluton’ coins to illustrate the ‘prize’.
Greek illustration style - Before starting the
illustration, I researched Greek art style, taking
design inspiration from ancient pottery design.
Lightning - I researched animated gifs of lightning
and analysed these frame by frame, to illustrate
realistic lightning strike patterns.

See Animation
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DESIGN THEORY
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“PLUTUS CALLS ON THE WORLD’S BUG
HUNTERS AND CODE CRACKERS TO WIN
CRYPTO JACKPOT.”
The animation was to accompany a press release,
announcing a bounty programme that gave hackers
and tech enthusiasts rewards for finding bugs in the
company’s platform.
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Plutus Tap & Pay
Animated Gif

Fashion Shoot & Retouching
Photo editing & social media assets

DESIGN THEORY
• Changing back to the original blue background
to match with other Xposé fashion shoots to allow
models to pop out of the image and sit within other
branding.
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Photo shoot took place before I started at Virgin
Media TV so I wasn’t able to be on board while the
fashion photo shoot happened.
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XPOSÉ FASHION & BEAUTY PROGRAMME
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Virgin Media TV - Xposé

POS Advertising
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The series is centred around a teenage boy with
dreams of escaping his tough neighbourhood
through a career as a MMA fighter, but is drawn into
a dangerous world of drug gangs and violence when
his brother goes missing.
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Virgin Media TV
Darklands Series Poster

POS Advertising

• Colours: brand colours in imagery, keeping away
from pink & purple as main colours in POS to
stand out against store colouring
• Use of white in top section of POS near heading to
allow font to stand out.
4 FOR $10
• Clover to incorporate ‘4/for’ theme and stay within
style guide of ‘full imagery’ POS.
• Use of green around packaging to focus attention
on pink donut box.
QUAKE COMBO
• Cracked concert to create motion and illustrate
‘quake’ in product name.
• Light/semi neutral colours to allow flavours and
shake packaging to stand out.
HOT STUFF DEAL
• Dark and moody feeling for coffee to target mature
coffee drinking audience.
• Using coffee beans to illustrate ‘barista crafted
coffee’ positioning.
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DESIGN THEORY
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Target Market - Adults/Youth aged 16-35
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Donut King
Redesign National Standard Deals

Layout, Illustration

I also expanded the diversity of the original
character set, which is essential for a multi-lingual
globally distributed document. A few simple ways
this was done was using ranging skin and hair
tones. I also added small touches, such as adding
the HSBC logo to their shirts subtly reinforcing the
client branding.

See More Online
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I was brought onto the project midway through and
was tasked with expanding the illustration library
and reformatting the booklets. Using a clean design
with plenty of white space both eases the eye
when reading such a text heavy document and also
gives leeway in the design for dropping in different
languages with varying amounts of text. Small
alterations were often still needed from language
to language, but this design approach meant any
drastic reformatting was avoided.
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ENGAGING FORMATTING WITH ILLUSTRATIONS
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HSBC Global
Performance Management

Posters, Banners, Branding, Advertising

The ‘Golden Buzzer’ (an element of the show) required
additional branding for the VIP lounge. Using a gold
texture to enhance the visual of the signage also
complimented the overall red theme. In keeping with the
‘Virgin Media’ personality, I added popular lyrics that also
fit with the directional signage.

See More Online
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I had to create design solutions to dress the physical
environment and reinforce the show branding, that were
both impactful and within budget. This led to an approach
using both print and digital, including large scale drop
banners, posters, glass and wall vinyls, general signage,
event wristbands, e-invites and digital screens.

Print: A4, A3 & A2, Drop Banners, Vinyls,
Digital: Screens, Facebook Posts & Cover image, EDM’s
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THE IRISH EDITION OF THE INTERNATIONAL GOT
TALENT FRANCHISE.
I was tasked with designing the event branding for the live
semi-finals and final held at The Helix in Dublin.

COLLATERAL
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Virgin Media TV
Ireland’s Got Talent Event
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Santander Animated Videos

Animation for e-Learning Modules
Illustration & storyboarding
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While working for Media Zoo, I created a number
illustrations for Santander for both internal and
external content. This included storyboarding and
creating illustrations from scratch or based on
existing styles.

View Video

View Video

View Video

Booklet Layout for e-Learning Module
Layout for e-Learning module

DESIGN THEORY
• Using the M&S style guide to create a clean and
on work book. Use of white, black and gold to keep
things bright, easy to read and on brand.
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• Designing the physical booklet that went along
with the digital learning module for Marks &
Spencer. This was used to help support retail staff
members against shop lifting and potential dangers
that come along with it.
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SERVICE AND SAFETY ASSISTANT GUIDE
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M&S Staff Training Guide
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M&S Marketing Introduction
e-Learning User Interface (UI)
UI - e-Learning
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‘WELCOME TO MARKETING’
Tasked with re-designing the learning module
for Marks & Spencer Marketing. This tool was
to introduce new starters to the brand identity
and showcase the history of the company. It was
therefore key to have this module correctly branded.
DESIGN THEORY
• Landing page hovers and completed states use
blurred looped animation of M&S videos to create
movement and distinguish the 4 sections apart.
• Following the M&S style-guide closely to ensure
new starters to the marketing department get
a strong and clear understanding of the latest
branding.
• Use of white and yellow to keep things bright and
allow for navigation to stand out.

Team

Brand

Timeline

Hover over the monitor to see more.

Logo, Print, Event dressing, Promotion

Out of several design themes and logos this was the
concept chosen by the CEO and Production Head of
Virgin Media Television.
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As part of the Red Hot Creative Team, I was tasked
to work with the motion graphics team to come up
with a suitable logo and brand identity that was to
be used across stage dressing, merchandise, New
Season booklets, media walls and eDM’s.
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In August, Virgin Media TV launched its new season
of programming. ‘Upfronts’ are events held at the
start of important advertising sales periods, where
television networks preview their upcoming series
for advertisers, the press, and the other networks.
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Virgin Media TV
Upfronts New Season Launch Event

